F1 Grand Prix Simulator Experience

KEY INFORMATION
You will spend approximately three hours at the venue. There will be a maximum of 20 other drivers
in the group.
All spectators are very welcome.
There are no fitness requirements, though drivers must be between 4 ft (121cm) and 6 ft 11 in
(210cm).
The minimum age is 8 years old. Drivers under 8 years of age must be accompanied by an adult.
This activity takes place on selected dates, throughout the year.

LOCATION
Hampshire, Southampton; Yorkshire, Halifax.

DESCRIPTION
Win a Grand Prix!
This is your chance to slip into the shoes of some of the best F1 drivers as you buckle up and take on
the world’s greatest Grand Prix circuits from Canada to Brazil, across to Europe, China and even
down to Australia! From the comfort of the bespoke race pod, watch your progress on the large
screen as you experience the same tracks as an F1 race car driver, using top quality equipment that
allows you to be completely immersed in the simulation
Take a hold of the steering wheel, which uses a force feedback system to give an amazingly
authentic feeling, they are also equipped with shift paddles similar to those found on modern
Formula 1 cars. Brake using the specially designed pedals which use Grand Prix strength brake
springs. Watch yourself on the track using super high resolution graphics on the large screen set
before you, and let yourself be absorbed by the life-like visuals.
To complete the audio visual experience, you will be wearing top quality headphones so you may
hear such sounds as the levels of grip, engine condition, and the approach of your competition
rivals!
At this Grand Prix event you will take part in a virtual race against others.
Your event will include a series of timed sessions to find out who can get the fastest lap. Choose your
race circuit and car, then get ready for an exciting and competitive Grand Prix Event with full practice
and qualifying sessions to determine who goes first on the grid. Followed by full-on motor racing
sessions with a number of races to determine the ultimate winner!

